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Feeling a bit of Black 
AND white? 

Phillip Joblin in Taranaki has 
created this contrasting Kitchen, 
Scullery and Laundry space for a 
very lucky client using our Perfect 
Matte Black and Perfect Matte 
White panels for the cabinetry.  
Candace Schrader from Home 
Candy Interiors placed her skillful 
designer eye over this multi-use 
space and made sure it turned 
out beautifully into a modern 
masterpiece. 

Perfect Matte is Plymasters 
premium range of MDF panels. 
Featuring an anti-scratch and 
anti-fingerprint surface. It also has 
a beautiful soft feel matte surface, 
easy to clean and crafted in 
Germany with many years of R&D 
to create the perfect hot coated 
LPL surface. 

Perfect Matte 
Pure White

Photographer: Candace Schrader

Perfect Matte 
Pure Black

You may have noticed that we have had a fresh lick of paint with our 
latest brand.  We still have the same great products, service and can-do 
attitude so no worries we are still the same great crew at heart. 

We truly feel we have some of the best qualities we can posess as a team 
by being discerning, ambitious, putting people first, being generous and 
also always being proactive. 

We are sleeves up kinda people, and by the looks of the projects 
produced in this Design Edge edition, we feel you are too. Happy reading! 



0800 344 112
sales@ plymasters.co.nz

plymasters.co.nz

Ch. Charcoal

Ch. Slate Grey

Techno Veneers 

Code Name Sheet Size Thickness Backing

V31-MOk Milled Oak 3130 X 1220 5.6mm Oak with material backing

V31-MWt Milled Walnut 3130 X 1220 5.6mm Walnut with material Backing

V31-MMdf Milled MDF 3000 X 1200 5.6mm MDF with material backing

V31-WOk Wave Oak 3130 X 1220 2.8mm Oak with material backing

V31-WWt Wave Walnut 3130 X 1220 2.8mm Walnut with material Backing

V31-WMdf Wave MDF 3000 X 1200 2.8mm MDF with material backing

V31-ROk Rolled Oak 3130 X 1220 2.8mm Oak with material backing

V31-RWt Rolled Walnut 3130 X 1220 2.8mm Walnut with material Backing

V31-RMdf Rolled MDF 3000 X 1200 2.8mm MDF with material backing

Plymasters are proud to offer this exclusive flexible decorative 
range to our loyal customer base, specifically chosen for the New 
Zealand market. Italian produced, these Techno Veneers have 
an incredible variety of design possibilities to create the perfect 
contemporary, unique and sought after ambiance. Suitable for Wall 
Linings, Curved applications, furniture and cabinetry. 

Veneer finishes are 
available on Oak and 
American Walnut and also 
MDF suitable for painting. 
Please see brochure 
for Specifications and 
Installation instructions. 
Half sheets are available 
on request as well. 

Request a Techno Request a Techno 
Veneer brochure or Veneer brochure or 
samples today... samples today... 

American WalnutOak MDFAmerican Walnut MDFOak American Walnut MDFOak



Mark Warren from MJWarchitecture, was the planning and design inspiration 
behind this beautiful house for some very fortunate clients in Lake Hawea. It 
is a gathering place for a multi-generational farming family from Taihape. The 
brief from the client was simple - every room to have views of the lake and 
mountains beyond; the form of the house was a response both to this brief 
and the awkwardly shaped site.

Congratulations Mark, on being a runner up in the TIDA New Zealand 
Architect new home of the year award for 2022, a compelling achievement 
and more recently The HOME magazine Rural Home of the Year 2023. A 
notable amount of our Classique pre-finished Birch has been used for lining 
the walls and ceilings in this project, creating a beautiful warm and grounded 
feel throughout the house. The builders, Lake Wanaka Builders did a really 
great job in installing the panels, making this mammoth task easier that they 
were already pre-finished and no time was wasted in varnishing. 

The View House

Photographer: Simon Larkin 

Classique
Birch-Pre



On the phone, Who are you chatting with? 

Isaac Currie 
1.Favourite Plymasters 
product: Charisma White 
2. Dreams about Craft Beer
3. Loves a good fish 
 

Blake Martin
1. Mountain Bike adventurer
2. Favourite Plymasters 
Product: Euro Birch 
3. Newest member of the 
Customer Service team 

Katrina Barnes
1.Favourite Plymasters 
product: Milled Techno Veneer 
2. Best baker in the office
3. Was a Travel Agent for 15 
years! 

Phil Howard created this gorgeous little teardrop caravan with our Bendy Ply in 6mm and 9mm. A four year project which was 
certainly a labour of love, and we love the Airedale Terrier that adorns it. The open grained texture of the Bendy plywood gives it 
the perfect flexibility for projects that require curves. And is available in either cross grain or long grain.

Back to Nature Looking for a way to take your space to the next level? Look no further than Back to Nature Carpentry. 
The expert carpenter Dylan Botha is based in Raglan and specializes in designing and building custom 
feature walls that are sure to impress.

One such example of Dylan’s skill is the feature wall he created for Espresso Ninja, a premium coffee equipment store in Wellington. This stunning 
wall was made from premium cabinetry plywood, including black Italia surround cabinets and American white oak open shelves. Dylan even added 
recessed LED lights to showcase the store’s products in the dark.

But this is just one example of what Dylan and Back to Nature 
Carpentry can do. Whether you’re a business owner, 
homeowner, or designer, we can work with you to design and 
build a one-of-a-kind feature wall that reflects your unique style 
and vision. So why settle for a plain and boring space when 
you can have a show-stopping feature wall that truly makes a 
statement? Dylan is also featured with John Botha on the front 
cover.  

We now have a 
chat function on 
our website, so 
ask anything Ply 
and Panels away!

Joinery
Bendy Ply

Italia
Black

Furnier Veneer
American 
White Oak



C.D Structural Pine Ply 
Along with our Architectural Ply and Panels we have had a fresh container load of 
C.D Structural square edge Pine Ply arrive in the country, widening our range to suit 
our customers once more. We have priced these products very competitively 
in the NZ market, so give us a call if you would like to obtain pricing and more 
information on these panels. 

CD Structural Plywood has the superior grade of CD which results in no open face 
knotholes and no more than 8 wood patches with limited synthetic repairs on the 
face. It is the perfect Ply to create furniture, lay flooring, bracing, line mobile homes, 
wall & ceiling linings and the list goes on. 

Now available! A Construction Catalogue is now in print for any Builders or 
Construction Workers that are after a consolidated catalogue with specific product 
ranges listed. 

Bamboo Laundry - Steadfast Joinery, Dunedin  

Steadfast Joinery has designed and installed this laundry for a very luckly client in Dunedin. It features our Bamboo 
Natural benchtop, where the edge detail features a sandwich and vertical layup. The best thing about The Bamboo 
Panels is that it is 30% harder than oak and 17% harder than maple and is resistant to mould and warping. Perfect for a 
Laundry or Kitchen Application. Bamboo Panels are available in a darker Coffee stain and natural coloured. 

Te Whare-iti 
Wellington 

Te Whare-iti is a modular system of connecting 
living spaces to meet client needs. The unique ability 
to link a set of standard architecturally designed 
modules in almost any combination and direction 
means that this efficient system is sustainable, fast 
to prefabricate and cost effective. 

The expressed edges of the Plymaster panels 
work effectively with the cross-laminated timber 
walls, showing an honesty and simplicity in the 
design detailing. Te Whare-iti clients have loved the 
colour range from Plymasters, making it a great 
selection for our interior fitouts for kitchens and 
joinery. Featured here is our Italia Agave and 
Italia Graphite Grey. 

Aonui Architecture 

Construction Plywood
C.D Structural Pine Ply

Joinery Plywood
Bamboo Panel

Italia
Agave

Italia
Charcoal



Gabe and his skillful designer J.M Park at February Design created an aesthetically pleasing and calming space at the TOB Café in the 
Northshore. After 5 years the owner of TOB decided to move to a bigger space as their business had grown substantially, this is where 
February Design have left their mark beautifully. 

After a lot of consideration, Keruing BS1088 was chosen as the choice of Ply as the warmth of the wood with modern industrial stainless 
steel created the perfect combination of look they were after. Using marine plywood also has given them an assurance of durability as well as 
it being semi-water resistant. Keruing and coffee are the perfect match we feel! 

Cube Dentro, Auckland  
Herringbone Kitchen
Behind this brief is an empty-nester couple with discerning 
taste. Ready to host family and friends, the pair wished for 
an artful, bespoke kitchen. For the cabinetry, an understated 
Herringbone Veneer injects energy & soul into the large 
surface areas. A careful choice of indigo stain matches the steel 
beam in the ceiling, and the subtle pattern gives an illusion of it 
moving with the light. A mix of patterns, textures and metallics all 
dance together to create ‘surprise & delight’ at every turn.

Design: Cube Dentro
Interior Design: Peta Davy @yellowfoxnz 
Photography: @kallan_macleod_photography 

Belham Interiors, NP
Herringbone CAD Drawing
Belinda Brown and her team at Bellhams Interiors in New 
Plymouth wanted this kitchen to be a ‘showpiece’ that their 
clients were happy to look at all the time from their open plan 
living and dining areas, while also being completely functional 
for a family of five. 

Plymasters Rustica Veneer - Herringbone Oak was chosen as 
the feature material for the outward facing pantry doors and 
island front and Furnier Veneer - White Oak 1/4 cut for the door 
fronts on the interior cupboards. A simpler cabinet front means 
the herringbone pattern will be the stand out feature 
for the pantry doors and island front.  No doubt this 
family will love their new kitchen space. 

Rustica Veneer
Herringbone

Marine Plywood
Keruing BS1088

Marine Plywood
Keruing BS1088

Keruing Cafe, 
North Shore

@February.co.nz
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New Charisma Panel
Revival Green 
Anti-fingerprint and stain resistant, The Charisma 
Panels exude finesse, crafted in Austria by 
Senosan with an Acrylic surface. Available in six 
different colours (Blue, White, Black, Charcoal, 
Slate Grey, Revival Green) with a choice of two 
substrates MDF or a European Birch multiply core.  

Get lost in our Tech Pages online...
• What’s the difference between the grades of Plywood? 
• How are the different cuts of Veneers produced? 
• What product do we recommend to varnish or seal?
• Fixing recommendations, and when to use them? 

There’s a world of information to learn about Plywood and 
Panels, and we have been updating our Technical Data 
Sheets to make your decision making even easier.   Check 
it out online. Is there something you need clarifying? 

Molloy Joinery  
Beam Smoked Oak 
Kitchen, Napier
Plymasters rich pre-finished Beam Smoked Oak Veneer has 
been used expertly to create elegant cabinetry paired with 
bold brass detailing in this stunning kitchen by Molloy Joinery in 
Napier and designer Nichole Gordon @freshbydesigninteriors_ 
The brass details outline the Beam Smoked Oak cabinetry, 
highlighting the colour, depth and character of this veneer. 
Beam Oak Smoked is a Veneer that has a rustic appearance 
with minor imperfections giving it real character. Large and 
small splits and knots and a veneer laid in random planks 
provide the beam effect. 

Charisma
Revival Green

Colour Oak Veneer
Beam Smoked Oak


